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1'(a)Derivethet:onlitiriit,yequatiorrfbraflrrirlfl0u'iirt}rtlftxrrl.
D' * rtY.q : o,: o'
Dt

wherepandqarethedensityandthevelocitvofthe,fli.iid.

Herrce, establish the equatiou of contirluity for au irtcornpressibh flrrid iil tire

,^_^_ bu - 
Du * dg 

- 0 in cartesi:r' coordinates, where ,..'; rrn.t u are the
L.,L'' 5; ' DlJ ' )' {
cartpian "o"ipo"*"tts 

of the velocitv' r I

(b)Ifthevelocityofanincompressib}eflrridatanypoint(",g,,)isgirlenby
r- t'(3:12,3172,32'2 - r''), where r"2 : :r2 +'9' 4- z2' then prove that the fluid

motion is possible and the velocity potential ts z f r3 '

Also determine the streamlines'

2. An infinite inviscid fluid of constant clensity is subjerctecl to a force ptr-u3 per unit

mass directecl towards the origin o, where p is a constant ancl r is a distance from

o. Initially the liquicl is at rest. and there is a cavily bounded by a sphere'r : {L'

The pressure in the cavity as well as at infinity is zero' If the radius of the cavity at

time f is R(t). show thzr,t fii? + 
1,U' 

: -!ir*-n'', and tira;r the cavity will be filled

Ta5i3
aftet a titrte -P'-'-.* 

Jrop



3. (a) Let a two-dimensional source of strength rn be situated at origin' Show that the

complex potential 'tu at apoint P(z) due to this source is given by ur : -rnl]n z'

(b) In the region boun,teci by a fixed quaclrantal arc and its radii' there is a two-

dirnensional flujd motion clue to a source ancl an equal sink situatecl at the

ends of one of the bounding radii. Show that the streamline passing through

the point (r,0) in poiar coordinates and' leaving either end at an angle o with

the radius is

12 si,n(u + 0) : o2 sin(a - 9),

where a is the radius of quadrantal arc'

4. Write down the Bernouili's equation for steady motibn of an inviscid incompressible

flrrid. _)
A three-dimensionai doublet of strength p whose a;iis is in the direction of or is

distant o from a rigid plane r :0 which is the sole boundary of liquid of density p'

infinite in extent. If the pressure at infinity is lI, find the pressure at a point on the

boundary distant r from the doublet'

Determine the point on the plane where the pressure is least. a
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